
Neeraj Kapoor, renowned Start-up Mentor and

Board Advisor, shared invaluable wisdom on

Personal Branding at Rishihood University.

Drawing from his illustrious journey, Kapoor

emphasized self-belief and the 7 Cs of personal

branding.

Former journalist Sh. Deep Halder, author of

"Being Hindu in Bangladesh," led a dialogue

exploring nuanced issues surrounding the

Hindu community, shedding light on socio-

political challenges and cultural identity.

Dr. Sushil Mittal, Professor of Religion at

James Madison University, USA, led a

discussion on the origins of Hindu Studies,

sharing his academic journey that shaped the

discourse on Hindu civilization and Gandhian

philosophy.

Rashtram School of Public Leadership

organized a one-day NitiShala - A Policy

Negotiation workshop for the students of Delhi

School of Journalism, Delhi University. The

students stepped into the shoes of

policymakers and engaged in learning about

the nuances of negotiation.

Abhishek Gulia, Partner at Agility Ventures,

led our recent "Mini Shark Tank" event, where

innovative ideas took centre stage. With

captivating pitches and invaluable

entrepreneurial insights, learners gained a

deeper understanding of investment nuances.

The Centre for Human Sciences at Rishihood

University organized the World Philosophy Day

Lecture Series, sponsored by ICPR and in

partnership with JNU's Group of Adult

Education. The event celebrated Indian

philosophical insights, with speakers covering

contemporary issues and urging reflection on

humanity and truth.

Immerse yourself in the energetic vibe of

Rishihood University's Sports Fest, featuring

thrilling volleyball, basketball, football, tennis,

badminton, and swimming events. Witness

our students' skill, passion, and teamwork,

fostering camaraderie and sportsmanship.
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Business Analytics Program with KPMG

Rishihood launches a 4-year Bachelor's Program in Business Analytics in association with

KPMG. This groundbreaking program aims to empower future leaders with the skills and

knowledge to thrive in the dynamic world of business analytics.
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